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Key Points: 12 

⚫ Two distinctive types of concentric traveling ionospheric disturbances (CTID #1 and #2) were 13 

identified, and they propagated radially outward from Tonga at the speed of 610-880 m/s (acoustic-14 

mode) and 300-380 m/s (Lamb-mode), respectively. 15 

⚫ The wavefront of the long-lasting CTID #2 changed after 08:35 UT over New Zealand, possibly 16 

due to the regional geomagnetic declination and westward-moving Lamb waves. 17 

⚫ Distinctive TEC enhancement of over 2 TECu magnitude observed above 530 km near the eruption 18 

site could be associated with the upward propagation of the acoustic-mode CTID #1 signatures in 19 

the F layer. 20 

 21 

  22 
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Abstract: This paper investigates concentric traveling ionospheric disturbances (CTID) associated with 23 

the Tonga volcanic eruption. Results show that: (1) Two types of CTID (CTID #1 and CTID #2) were 24 

identified that traveled radially from Tonga at the speed of 610-880 m/s (acoustic-mode) and 300-380 25 

m/s (Lamb-mode), respectively. CTID #1 reached 3800 km and 5000 km away from the eruption location 26 

toward the directions of New Zealand and Australia, respectively. CTID #2 propagated persistently for 27 

~9 hours over New Zealand and Australia. (2) The CTID #2 wavefront changed after 08:35 UT over 28 

New Zealand, possibly due to a combination of factors including the anisotropic propagation of CTID 29 

#2, the regional geomagnetic declination, and westward-moving Lamb waves. (3) Topside TEC 30 

enhancement with a magnitude over 2 TECu was observed from COSMIC-2 measurements. The 31 

enhancement agrees with CTID #1 peak from nearby ground-based TEC observations and could be 32 

related to the upward propagation of the F layer’s CTID #1 signatures. 33 

 34 

Plain Language Summary: The Tonga volcanic eruption on January 15 triggered various atmospheric 35 

waves that propagate from the Earth's surface and throughout the atmosphere and ionosphere. In this 36 

study, we discuss two types of concentric traveling ionospheric disturbances (CTID, #1 and #2) 37 

propagating outward from the Tonga site based on measurements collected by ~1000 ground-based 38 

global navigation satellite system (GNSS) receivers. Our analysis based on the CTID propagation speed 39 

showed that CTID #1 and #2 traveled at acoustic and Lamb wave modes, respectively. We also analyzed 40 

COSMIC-2 satellite radio occultation observations and showed that CTID #1-related enhancement 41 

signatures were observed at the topside ionosphere near the eruption site. Moreover, it is interesting to 42 

note that CTID #2 wavefront changed over New Zealand after 08:35 UT on January 15 likely followed 43 

the regional geomagnetic declination and westward-moving Lamb waves. 44 

 45 

1 Introduction 46 

Volcanic eruptions can generate a broad spectrum of atmospheric pressure waves, including acoustic, 47 

Lamb, and gravity waves. Acoustic waves propagate at the speed of ~330 m/s at the Earth's surface and 48 

increase to 800–1100 m/s in the ionosphere (Afraimovich et al., 2002; Heki,2006; Astafyeva, 2019; Aa 49 

et al., 2022). Lamb waves are a type of non-dispersive atmosphere waves that propagate horizontally 50 

above the Earth's surface with the speed of sound at ~300-350 m/s. However, they can cause ionospheric 51 

perturbations through energy leakage from the troposphere to the ionosphere (Ogawa et al., 1982; 52 

Mikumo et al., 1985; Kanamori et al., 1994; Heki, 2022; Zhang et al., 2022; Amores et al., 2022). Gravity 53 

waves propagate upward obliquely at a much lower velocity (50-250 m/s) than the sound speed and reach 54 

the ionosphere altitudes in ~45-60 minutes from the ground (Cheng and Huang, 1992; Artru et al., 2005; 55 

Dautermann et al., 2009; De et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2015; Wright et al., 2022). 56 

On January 15, 2022, a volcanic eruption occurred at Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai (20.5°S, 175.1°W, 57 

hereafter simplified as Tonga) which triggered various atmospheric waves that propagate from the Earth's 58 

surface throughout the atmosphere (Amores et al., 2022; Wright et al., 2022; Carvajal et al., 2022; 59 

Otsuka,2022). Several researchers have presented interesting findings associated with this event. For 60 

example, Themens et al. (2022) identified two large-scale traveling ionospheric disturbances (TID) and 61 

several subsequent mesoscale TIDs that propagated radially outward from the eruption site. Zhang et al. 62 
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(2022) found the Lamb-mode TID traveled around the Earth three times. Lin et al. (2022) showed that 63 

concentric TIDs (CTID) were observed simultaneously over Australia and Japan because of the magnetic 64 

conjugate effect. Heki (2022) reported that ionospheric disturbances passed over Japan at least four times 65 

at the speed of Lamb waves, suggesting their origin as upward energy leakage from the troposphere. Aa 66 

et al. (2022a) observed prolonged equatorial plasma bubbles over the Asia-Oceania area following the 67 

arrival of Lamb waves. Astafyeva et al. (2022) estimated the Tonga eruption onset time and the released 68 

energy based on ionospheric TEC observations. Saito (2022) observed two types of TIDs that arrived 69 

over Japan about 3 and 7 hours after the eruption, respectively. Aa et al. (2022b) observed dramatic 70 

suppression and deformation of the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) crests occurred in the American 71 

sector after the Tonga volcano eruption. Ghent and Crowell (2022) detected supersonic acoustic, Lamb, 72 

and tsunami signals over the southwestern Pacific using GNSS ionospheric observables. 73 

In this study, we present additional observations of new features and analysis of the volcanic-induced 74 

ionospheric effects. Using ground-based GNSS network measurements, we observed the presence of two 75 

distinctive types of CTIDs. This is the first time the CTID wavefront change is observed over New 76 

Zealand. Moreover, topside ionospheric TEC enhancement near the eruption site is reported for the first 77 

time from low Earth orbit (LEO)-based COSMIC-2 observations. 78 

 79 

2 Data and Methodology 80 

Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) total electron content (TEC) observations used in this study 81 

are calculated from ~1000 GNSS (GPS/GLONASS/BDS) receivers at a 30-second sampling rate. These 82 

receivers are operated by the International GNSS Service (IGS) (Beutler et al., 1999), University 83 

NAVSTAR Consortium (UNAVCO) (Ware et al., 2000), New Zealand GeoNet, and Australia GNSS 84 

networks and are located in the region (50°S-10°N, 110°E-160°W). Figure S1 in the supporting 85 

information (SI) file shows the locations of these receivers. An elevation mask of 15° from GNSS 86 

receivers to satellites is used to mitigate potential multipath effects. The ionospheric piercing point (IPP) 87 

height is set to be 300 km, which is around the height of the F2-layer peak electron density (hmF2) 88 

according to radio occultation electron density profiles. Taking advantage of the quasi-invariant orbital 89 

location of the BDS geostationary earth orbit (GEO) satellites C01, C03 and C04, ionospheric TEC 90 

observations from BDS GEO receiver-satellite pairs are also used in this study to provide ionospheric 91 

observations without being influenced by ionospheric spatiotemporal variations. To extract traveling 92 

ionospheric disturbances (TID) signals from GNSS TEC observations, the detrended TEC (dTEC) is 93 

obtained by applying a Savitzky-Golay filter with a 40-minute sliding window (Savitzky and Golay, 94 

1964; Zhang et al., 2017). The constellation observing system for meteorology, ionosphere, and climate 95 

(COSMIC)-2 precise orbit determination (pod) TEC (podTEC) measurements, which are TEC values 96 

above the LEO orbit altitude (550 km), were used to measure the response of the topside ionosphere. It 97 

should be noted that only podTEC for elevation angles of the LEO-GPS link larger than 0° are used in 98 

this study. In addition, infrared radiance (IR) imagery data from the 10.3 channel of the geostationary 99 

operational environmental satellite (GOES)-17 were used to investigate the volcano-related Lamb wave 100 

propagation in the lower atmosphere (30 km). GOES-17 is a geostationary satellite located above 101 

(0°,137.2°W) at an orbit altitude of ~36000 km. It provides images of the Pacific region at spatial and 102 
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temporal resolutions of 2 km and 10 minutes, respectively (Schmit et al., 2017). To visualize the Lamb 103 

wave structures from GOES-17 IR data, filter processing is applied in both temporal and spatial domains 104 

to obtain the filtered IR observations (Amores et al., 2018 and 2022). 105 

 106 

3 Results 107 

3.1 Observations Using Ground-based GNSS Networks Near New Zealand and Australia 108 

Figure 1 shows two-dimensional (2D) detrended TEC (dTEC) maps at nine selected time steps on 109 

January 15, 2022. Full sets of 2D dTEC maps with a 15-minute interval are available in Movie S1 in the 110 

SI file. Two distinctive CTIDs are characterized by different propagation speeds and will be analyzed in 111 

detail in Figure 2. We denote the two CTIDs as CTID #1 and CTID #2, which are marked by black 112 

arrows in Figure 1. 113 

CTID #1 propagated radially outward from the Tonga eruption location and arrived over New Zealand 114 

(2000-2500 km from the epicenter at 05:25 UT. The wavefronts of CTID #1 are aligned with the magenta 115 

dashed line of great circles centered on the eruption. From 05:25 to 06:05 UT (see Movie S1 and Figures 116 

1(a)-1(c)), CTID #1 propagated past New Zealand and its aptitude became attenuated at around 3500-117 

4000 km from the epicenter. Signatures matching that of CTID #1 reached the Australia sector (~140°E-118 

150°E) at 06:40 UT (Figure 1(e)). CTID #1 continued propagating outward at 06:55 UT (Figure 1(f)) 119 

and disappeared around 5000 km away from the epicenter over Australia. After 06:20 UT, CTID #2 120 

started to appear in New Zealand and propagated radially outward over 4000 km away (see Figures 1(d)-121 

1(i) and Movie S1). After 07:45 UT (see Figures 1(g)-1(i) and Movie S1), clear CTID #2 signatures were 122 

simultaneously observed over New Zealand and Australia and propagated outward persistently for 123 

around 9 hours. It is interesting to note that the wavefront of CTID #2 in New Zealand is generally 124 

aligned with the magenta dashed lines before 08:35 UT, but it comes into alignment with the black dashed 125 

lines after 08:35 UT. The center of the black dashed curves (shown as a black cross) is located at (21.1°S, 126 

178.6°E), which is west of the epicenter (20.5°S, 175.1°W). The IPP of the black cross is 660 km away 127 

from the IPP of the magenta star. The change in CTID #2 wavefront will be further discussed in section 128 

4. 129 

 130 

 131 

Figure 2(a) shows the sound speed profile over a range of altitudes calculated from the Naval Research 132 

Laboratory Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter Radar Exosphere (NRLMSISE-00) model (Picone 133 

et al., 2002). According to the model, the theoretical propagation speed at 30 km (the lamb-mode in the 134 

lower atmosphere) and 300 km (acoustic-mode in the ionosphere) is 321.7 m/s and 822.4 m/s, 135 

respectively. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the dTEC plotted in UT vs. distance over New Zealand and 136 

Australia, respectively. The distances are calculated from related IPP locations to the epicenter at 300 137 

km altitude. IPP tracks used for generating Figures 2(c) and 2(d) are marked by blue curves and red 138 

crosses in Figure 2(b), respectively. 139 
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We estimated the CTID propagation speed by tracing the slope of positive and negative wave structures 140 

using linear regression in the UT-distance plots. Two groups of CTIDs (#1 and #2) were observed over 141 

both the New Zealand and Australia regions (see oblique dashed yellow and green lines in Figures 2(c) 142 

and 2(d)). In Figure 2(c), CTID #1 appeared around 05:25-06:30 UT at a speed of 700-860 m/s over New 143 

Zealand and propagated as far as 3500-3800 km away from the epicenter around 06:30-06:50 UT at a 144 

decreased speed of ~610 m/s. CTID #2 started to appear at 06:20 UT around 2300 km from the epicenter 145 

and continued propagating outward over and beyond New Zealand at a speed of 300-380 m/s and lasting 146 

for ~9 hours. In Figure 2(d), clear CTID #1 waves propagated 3800-5000 km, reaching Australia at a 147 

speed of 700-880 m/s during 06:20-07:40 UT. CTID #1 over Australia was mixed with CTID #2 within 148 

5000 km after 07:40 UT and became weakened and disappeared gradually by 08:00 UT. After 08:00 UT, 149 

CTID #2 dominated with persistency at a speed of 340-360 m/s for more than 9 hours over Australia. 150 

According to our speed estimation from the waves over New Zealand and Australia, CTID #1 propagated 151 

at approximately 610-880 m/s, which matches the theoretical acoustic speed (822.4 m/s) in the 152 

ionosphere from the NRLMSISE-00 model. It reached as far as 5000 km reaching Australia from the 153 

volcanic eruption location. CTID #2 traveled with a speed of 300-380 m/s in the ionosphere and lasted 154 

for around 9 hours over New Zealand and Australia. The propagation speed of CTID #2 is close to the 155 

Lamb wave speed (321.7 m/s) in the lower atmosphere derived from the NRLMSISE-00 model. We note 156 

that the dTEC magnitudes shown in Figures 1 and 2 are presented with saturated color scales to provide 157 

a clear visualization of TID wavefronts. The real dTEC amplitudes are generally larger than those shown 158 

in Figures 1 and 2 (see Figure S3 in the SI file for details). 159 

 160 

 161 

3.2 Observations using BDS GEO Satellite Measurements 162 

In addition to the CTID #1 signatures over New Zealand and Australia, slant TEC (sTEC) observations 163 

from BDS GEO C01 and C04 satellites are used to verify CTID #1 signatures detected within 3000 km, 164 

except for New Zealand. Figure 3(a) shows BDS GEO IPP locations at the azimuth of -135° to 90° within 165 

3000 km from the eruption. Related GNSS receivers are marked by black dots. Figure 3(b) shows a 166 

randomly selected sTEC time series during 04:00-10:00 UT from the line of sight between GNSS 167 

receiver TUVA and BDS GEO satellite C01. This sTEC is in general decreasing. However, there are two 168 

clearly identifiable local minima as marked by black and blue circles, respectively. The third point of 169 

interest (red circle) is the beginning of the steep drop in sTEC, which led to the first local minimum. We 170 

identified similar local minima and the beginning of the steep drop of sTEC for all sTEC profiles 171 

computed from the BDS GEO C01 and C04 measurements. Figure 3(c) plots the IPP distances from the 172 

epicenter against universal time (UT) for these three types of data points of interest. Propagation speeds 173 

are estimated by fitting the slope using linear regression from these three types of data points. Results 174 

show that the speeds estimated from dashed red, black, and blue lines (see Figure 3(c)) are all within 175 

690-760 m/s, agreeing well with the CTID #1 speed derived from Figure 2. This means that the 176 

ionosphere perturbations here (Figure 3) and for CTID #1 over New Zealand and Australia (Figure 2) 177 

are the manifestation of the same TID in different azimuth directions. This also confirms the radial 178 

propagation of CTID #1 from Tonga. 179 
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 180 

 181 

3.3 COSMIC-2 Ionospheric Observations 182 

Figure 4(a) shows the paths of the LEO-based COSMIC-2 E2 satellite in the vicinity of the eruption site 183 

over the Pacific Ocean on January 14 (cyan curve) and January 15 (blue curve). Topside TEC values 184 

above the LEO satellite orbit (~530 km) derived from GPS G32 during 05:00-05:30 UT are plotted in 185 

Figure 4(b). A topside TEC enhancement exceeding 2 TECu was detected in Figure 4(b) around 05:01-186 

05:15 UT on January 15. Similar topside ionospheric TEC enhancement structures were also observed 187 

for other COSMIC-GPS links (see Figures S4-S6 of the SI file). No discernible topside ionospheric 188 

enhancement can be identified on January 14. In Figure 4(d), the TEC from ground-based BDS GEO 189 

C01 and C04 satellites increased sharply around 05:10-05:40 UT at nearby locations where the LEO-190 

based topside TEC enhancement structures were observed. Moreover, clear TEC enhancements can be 191 

also observed from available GNSS stations distributed nearly 1000-1500 km from the volcanic eruption 192 

location during 05:00-06:00 UT on January 15, 2022 (see Figures S7 and S8 of the SI file). This indicates 193 

that TEC enhancements observed at the topside ionosphere and F layer height are correlated. It should 194 

be noted that the enhancements observed from the ground-based TEC data are at roughly the same time 195 

align the same great circle where the CTID #1 signals were detected, so the LEO-based topside TEC 196 

enhancement is probably associated with CTID #1 of the F layer. 197 

 198 

 199 

3.4 Comparison with GOES-17 Observations 200 

Figure 5 compares the arrival time of the CTID #2 and the Lamb waves when they first reached New 201 

Zealand and Australia. The arrival of CTID #2 observed from dTEC maps over New Zealand at 06:25 202 

UT is shown in Figure 5(a), and the arrival time of the earliest Lamb wave captured by the GOES-17 203 

filtered IR image in the same region is shown in Figure 5(b). There is a close agreement between CTID 204 

#2 and Lamb waves in New Zealand in terms of arrival time, occurrence location, and spatial pattern 205 

(see red arrows in panels (a) and (b)). Similarly, the CTID #2 observed over Australia at 07:45 UT is 206 

well-aligned with the presence of the Lamb wave (see black arrows in panels (c) and (d)). These indicate 207 

that CTID #2 is indeed associated with the propagation of the volcano-induced Lamb waves in the lower 208 

atmosphere. 209 

 210 

 211 

4 Discussion and Conclusion 212 

Based on ground-based GNSS and LEO-based COSMIC-2 measurements, we identified two types of 213 

CTID, CTID #1 and CTID #2, associated with the Tonga volcanic eruption on January 15, 2022. The 214 
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change of CTID wavefronts over New Zealand and the topside ionospheric TEC enhancement near the 215 

eruption location are summarized below. 216 

(1) According to the speed estimation over New Zealand (Figure 2(c)), Australia (Figure 2(d)), and the 217 

Pacific Ocean (Figure 3), CTID #1 propagated radially at 610-880 m/s, which is close to the 218 

theoretical acoustic velocity (822.4 m/s) at the ionospheric height calculated from the NRLMSISE-219 

00 model. Afraimovich et al. (2002), Heki (2006), and Astafyeva (2019) reported that the velocity 220 

of shock acoustic waves in the ionosphere is 600-1100 m/s, which is consistent with the CID #1 221 

speed estimated in this study. These suggest that the shock acoustic waves induced by the volcanic 222 

explosion reached ionospheric altitudes and produced CTID #1, though further study is still needed 223 

to characterize the CTID #1 period which is expected to be less than the buoyancy period (Astafyeva, 224 

2019). Moreover, CTID #1 propagated outward from the volcanic eruption location as far as 3800 225 

km and 5000 km away to reach New Zealand and Australia, respectively. To our best knowledge, it 226 

is the first time that the acoustic-mode CTID associated with the volcanic eruption has been observed 227 

to propagate such a long distance. 228 

(2) The prevailing CTID #2 propagated persistently for around 9 hours over New Zealand and Australia 229 

at a speed of 300-380 m/s (Figure 2), which is consistent with the speed estimated by Lin et al. 230 

(2022), Zhang et al. (2022) and Themens et al. (2022) for this event. According to Amores et al. 231 

(2022) and Otsuka (2022), the Lamb wave triggered by the Tonga volcanic explosion travelled 232 

globally. Its propagation speed in the lower atmosphere, estimated by the NRLMSISE-00 model, is 233 

321.7 m/s (Figure 2(a)), and from surface pressure and stratospheric nadir sounder observations is 234 

310-320 m/s (Wright et al., 2022). The similarities in propagation speed suggest that the CTID #2 235 

in the ionosphere is driven by the volcano-induced Lamb wave from the lower atmosphere. 236 

Moreover, the Lamb wave captured by the GOES-17 IR data shows a similar spatial pattern and 237 

arrival time with the CTID #2 over New Zealand and Australia. This also shows evidence that the 238 

presence of CTID #2 is related to Lamb waves. CTID #2 could be caused by the upward energy 239 

leakage into the ionosphere from Lamb waves either via resonance with the atmosphere during 240 

propagation (Zhang et al., 2022; Heki, 2022; Ogawa et al., 1982) or by the stimulation of gravity 241 

waves that are excited by the Lamb waves and ultimately travel at a propagation speed similar to 242 

Lamb waves in the troposphere (Lin et al., 2022). 243 

(3) The wavefronts of Lamb-mode CTID #2 over New Zealand before 08:35 UT are mostly aligned 244 

with a great circle (magenta dashed line in Figure 1). After 08:35 UT, the wavefront is aligned with 245 

a different great circle (black dashed line in Figure 1), which is located about 660 km west of the 246 

epicenter. The change of the CTID #2 wavefront could be related to various factors: 247 

• As the TID propagated outward for long distances, their wavefront may have shifted from the 248 

original shape because of the anisotropic propagation characteristics of waves. Moreover, the 249 

polarization electric field (PEF) is generated in association with the TIDs (Huang et al., 1994; 250 

Tsunoda, 2010; Zhang et al., 2019 and 2021). We believe that the PEF embedded in the CTID #2 251 

before 08:35 UT was able to help maintain the propagation direction of the original CTIDs. However, 252 

the CTID #2 after 08:35 UT over New Zealand was characterized by smaller fluctuation amplitudes 253 
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than before (see Figure 3(b) in Zhang et al. (2022)), suggesting that the PEF was weakened to a level 254 

that it could no longer maintain the TID original propagation direction. Subsequent TID propagation 255 

over New Zealand would be guided by the distribution of the regional geomagnetic field lines where 256 

the geomagnetic declination is around 22-26°. The geomagnetic declination is visually close to the 257 

CTID #2 propagation direction after the wavefront change. Therefore, the regional geomagnetic 258 

declination could be an important factor responsible for the CTID #2 wavefront change when the 259 

PEF embedded in the CTID #2 gradually dissipated. Further study is still needed to investigate the 260 

quantitative relationship between the CTID #2 wavefront change and geomagnetic declination.  261 

• In addition to regional geomagnetic declination, the westward-moving Lamb waves could further 262 

contribute to the wavefront change. The ionospheric disturbance center of CTID #2 coincides well 263 

with the source center of the concentric Lamb waves from the GOES-17 filtered IR (see Figures 5(b) 264 

and 5(d)) and AIRS brightness temperature perturbation measurements (see Figure S9 of the SI file). 265 

Wright et al. (2022) also observed that the Lamb wave center was slightly to the west of the eruption 266 

and moved further westward driven by prevailing easterly winds in the lower atmosphere. These 267 

suggest that the westward-moving Lamb waves could also be responsible for the CTID #2 wavefront 268 

change though its impacts could be secondary. Our investigation shows that the dusk terminator (see 269 

Movies S2 and S3 in the SI file) and ionospheric shell heights (see Figure S10 in the SI file) have 270 

negligible effects on the CTID #2 wavefront change observed in this study. However, we caution 271 

the reader that the wave activity at dusk has its day-to-day variability. Therefore, the analysis on 272 

other days can only provide background references but not rigorous evidence of the negligible effects 273 

of the dusk terminator on the wavefront change. 274 

(4) The TEC enhancement structures were simultaneously observed by ground-based BDS GEO TEC 275 

(Figures 3(b) and 4(d), and Figures S7-S8 of the SI file) and LEO-based COSMIC-2 podTEC (Figure 276 

4(b) and Figures S4-S6) measurements. This means that this enhancement is the same structure that 277 

appeared at both the F-layer ionosphere (300 km) and the topside ionosphere (above 530 km). From 278 

Figure 3, we know that the clear TEC enhancement before 06:00 UT is a manifestation of the CTID 279 

#1 peak in the F layer, so the LEO-based TEC enhancement is likely to be the signature of the CTID 280 

#1 in the topside ionosphere (above 530 km) through the upward propagation of CTID #1. 281 
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 401 
Figure 1. 2D maps of dTEC at nine selected time steps from 05:25 UT to 9:00 UT on January 15, 2022. 402 

The magenta star represents the Tonga volcanic eruption epicenter (20.5°S, 175.1°W). The black cross 403 

in panels (h) and (i) corresponds to the location of the “ionosphere disturbance center” (21.1°S, 178.6°E), 404 

which is fitted based on the wavefront of dTEC maps after 08:35 UT (see details in Figure S2 and Table 405 

S1 in the SI file). The iso-distance circles separated at 500 (0.5K) km intervals marked by dashed magenta 406 

and black lines are the great circles at an altitude of 300 km from the location of the volcanic eruption 407 

and ionospheric disturbance center, respectively. The gray dashed line indicates the location of the solar 408 

terminator. Full sets of 15-minute 2D dTEC maps on January 15 are available in Movie S1 of the SI file. 409 

 410 

 411 
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 412 

Figure 2. (a) The sound speed profile at various altitudes calculated from the NRLMSISE-00 model. 413 

The propagation speed at altitudes of 30 km and 300 km is marked by red circles. (b) IPP tracks over 414 

New Zealand and Australia. The blue curves and red crosses are the IPP locations derived from GNSS 415 

(GLONASS R07, R08, and GPS G04, G07) and BDS GEO (C03) satellites, respectively. The black dots 416 

are the locations of GNSS receivers. (c) The plot of the dTEC UT-distance from the volcanic eruption 417 

location for GLONASS (R07, R08) and GPS (G04, G07) satellites over New Zealand. (d) Similar to 418 

panel (c) but derived from BDS GEO C03 satellite over Australia. The CTID propagation velocity is 419 

marked by the oblique dashed black line in panels (c) and (d). 420 

 421 
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 423 

Figure 3. (a) BDS GEO satellite IPP distributions (red crosses) at the azimuth of -135° to 90° within 424 

3000 km from the volcanic eruption location. These IPPs are calculated from BDS GEO satellites (C01 425 

and C04) and available ground-based GNSS receivers in the area (shown as black dots). The cyan circle 426 

represents the IPP derived from the line of sight between GNSS receiver TUVA and BDS GEO C01. (b) 427 

An example of relative sTEC time series (cyan curves) between TUVA and C01. The time of sTEC 428 

starting to decrease, the first and second sTEC valleys are marked by red, black, and blue circles, 429 

respectively. The vertical dashed gray line represents the onset time of the Tonga volcanic eruption. (c) 430 

Arrival time of sTEC perturbations as a function of the distance from the volcanic eruption location. Red, 431 

black, and blue circles represent the arrival times of three types of ionosphere perturbations of the panel 432 

(b). Linear regression is performed to estimate the TID propagation speed, which is marked by oblique 433 

red/black/blue dashed lines. 434 
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 437 

Figure 4. (a) COSMIC-2 E2 satellite tracks during 05:00-05:30 UT on January 15 (blue curves) and 438 

January 14 (cyan curves). The gray dashed line represents the solar terminator around 05:10 UT. (b) 439 

Topside podTEC variations during 05:00-05:30 UT for these two days. The TEC peak on January 15 is 440 

marked by the red cross in panels (a) and (b). (c) BDS GEO C01 (red cross) and C04 (black cross) IPP 441 

locations for LAUT station (blue dot). (d) Relative TEC temporal variations of BDS GEO C01 (red curve) 442 

and C04 (black curve) satellites during 04:00-08 UT on January 15, 2022. 443 
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 446 

Figure 5. (a) CTID wavefronts at 300 km (ionospheric height) observed from GNSS dTEC maps at 06:25 447 

UT on January 15, 2022. (b) Concentric Lamb waves at 30 km (stratospheric height) visualized by the 448 

GOES-17 filtered IR imagery at 06:25 UT on January 15, 2022. (c) and (d) Similar to (a) and (b), but at 449 

7:45 UT. The dominant CTID and Lamb waves are marked by red arrows in (a) and (b) when arriving 450 

over New Zealand (06:25 UT), while they are marked by black arrows in (c) and (d) when arriving over 451 

Australia (7:45 UT). The volcanic eruption location and ionospheric disturbance center are marked by 452 

the magenta star and black crosses, respectively. Great circles altitude for GNSS dTEC (magenta dashed 453 

lines in panels (a) and (c)) and GOES-17 IR maps (magenta/black dash lines in panels (b) and (d)) are 454 

set to be 300 km and 30 km above the Earth, respectively. 455 
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